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COVER STORY

‘Max PACs’
Seek Big Bucks
Both parties are poised to exploit relaxed rules
on contributions to joint fundraising committees.
Is it a new era of soft money at the national level?

B Y E L I Z A N E W L I N C A R N EY
ithin a week of the Supreme Court’s April 2
ruling to relax limits on campaign contributions, top Republican Party officials unveiled
a new special fundraising account that is now
free to collect six-figure checks for the first time.
The Republican Victory Fund brings together the three major GOP committees backing presidential, House and Senate
candidates, and it positions them to take full advantage of the
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ruling known as McCutcheon v. Federal Election Commission.
The fund is one of more than a half-dozen similar committees,
all featuring multiple players raising big money together, that
have sprung up since the decision.
Officially known as joint fundraising committees, such sharethe-kitty accounts may soon become the “super” campaign
funds of political rainmaking, thanks to the McCutcheon
decision.
Joint accounts have long allowed party committees and
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MONEY CHASE: Some activists protest, but both parties have set up structures that can now accept seven-figure contributions to spread around.
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candidates to band together to round up
large checks and divvy them up among
themselves, mostly under the radar. But
the McCutcheon ruling canceled the aggregate limit that had barred any single
donor from giving more than $123,200
to candidates and parties collectively in
an election cycle. Striking that cap frees
the largest joint fundraising committees
to collect checks as large as $3.6 million
from a single contributor who wanted to
give the legal maximum to national and
state party committees and to each and
every one of the party’s federal candidates.
This huge increase will give candidates
PLAINTIFF: Alabama businessman Shaun McCutcheon, center, attends the October Supreme Court
and parties much more clout to compete
hearing on his challenge to limits on the number of candidates he can offer campaign donations.
with outside groups that face no limits
and don’t always have to disclose their donors. The collective Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan has a hand in four joint campaign
fundraising accounts have been tagged with nicknames such as accounts that together have cleared $1 million. Congressional
“jumbo” joint committees and “max PACs” and are notorious leaders use joint accounts to raise money collectively for their
for spotty disclosure and lax oversight. They also have a history individual campaigns, for their leadership political action comof rewarding big donors with exclusive junkets and private meet- mittees (a type of personal PAC) and for state or local party ofings with elected officials.
ficials. Even super PACs, the freewheeling committees that may
“I think McCutcheon is a real turning point in our debate raise and spend unlimited amounts of money if they don’t colabout money in politics,” Sen. Charles E. Schumer, a New York lude with candidates, have created their own joint committees.
Democrat, said at a recent Senate hearing on the ruling. “McElection lawyer Robert Kelner predicts that such joint comCutcheon seemed to say that free speech — absolutely defined, mittees will now attract even more lawmakers, and will “empowas McCutcheon does — allows anyone to spend any amount of er whoever is in a position to assemble high net-worth donors
money in any way in our political system.”
to fund that committee.”
Senate Democrats have pledged to vote this year on a con“If you are a committee chairman or a member of the leaderstitutional amendment to reverse such Supreme Court rulings ship,” Kelner says, “you’ll be in a position to establish the world’s
as McCutcheon v. FEC and others that have rolled back the most powerful leadership PAC in the form of a joint fundraising
political money limits. Advocates of campaign finance restric- committee.”
tions argue that the ruling will effectively bring back soft money,
the unlimited contributions to political parties that Congress A B IGGER K ITTY
The McCutcheon ruling does not free politicians to pocket
banned in 2002.
Justice Samuel A. Alito Jr. dismissed such warnings as “wild larger checks for their individual war chests, however. The court
hypotheticals” during oral arguments in the McCutcheon case. left standing the “base” contribution limit for what a single
But hundreds of such multiplayer accounts already exist, quietly donor may give any one candidate or party committee. That
magnifying candidates’ opportunities to mingle with and hit up limit is $5,200 to a candidate and $64,800 to a party committee
wealthy donors. Under the new, less-stringent rules, collective in an election cycle.
But the new rules will let party leaders and candidates solicit
money-raising is poised to become even more lucrative.
More than 350 joint fundraising committees are registered far larger checks for their joint accounts. Though no one canwith the FEC, according to the Center for Responsive Politics, didate may get a share of the kitty larger than $5,200, the kitty
some bearing catchy names such as Western Women Win and itself will be much bigger — and so will the contributions put
Patriot Day. Many of those divide cash between party commit- into it.
That’s because the now-defunct aggregate limits had eftees, or between individual candidates numbering from two to
fectively blocked any one donor from giving the maximum to
several dozen.
The Republican leader in the Senate, Mitch McConnell of more than nine candidates or two major party committees in
Kentucky, is involved in five different joint committees that one election cycle. No campaign contributor was permitted to
have collectively raised more than $3 million. North Carolina give more than $48,600 to candidates as a group, for example, or
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Lawsuits Erode
Contribution Caps
The Supreme Court has consistently rejected campaign finance restrictions ever
since John G. Roberts Jr. became chief
justice in 2005. Under his predecessor,
the late William H. Rehnquist, the high
court had upheld in 2003 the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act, also known
as McCain-Feingold, which had banned
unlimited soft money contributions to the
political parties. Since then the justices
and lower courts have struck down a
string of campaign finance limits, with
the exception of disclosure, which the
Supreme Court has upheld. Key rulings
during the Roberts era include:

$74,600 collectively to parties — a combined
total of $123,200.
Now donors are free to “max out” to as
many candidates and party committees as
they like. On the day of the McCutcheon
decision, Fred Wertheimer, the president of
the advocacy group Democracy 21 who for
decades has campaigned for tighter limits
on political money-raising, said the ruling’s
upshot would be that “joint fundraising committees are going to be the vehicle for raising
million-dollar and $2 million and $3 million
contributions.”
Some lobbyists bemoan the barrage of
money-seeking requests that is already hitting
them. But party leaders and candidates have
seized quickly on the chance to raise more and
bigger checks for their multiplayer accounts.
The 2014 Senators Classic joint committee, for one, registered with the FEC on April
14, and will divide its haul between 19 GOP
Senate candidates, each eligible for the $5,200
maximum check. Instead of writing 19 checks
for $5,200 apiece, a donor to Senators Classic
may write a single one for just under $100,000
— nineteen times the base contribution limit.
Similarly, a new joint campaign fund for
five Democratic senators dubbed Secure Our
Senate can collect checks as large as $26,000 —
five times $5,200. And the Republican Victory
Fund, the committee formed days after the
ruling, may ask any donor for $129,600 at a
time, combining the money-raising firepower
of the Republican National Committee, the
National Republican Senatorial Committee
and the National Republican Congressional
Committee. (The old rules would have capped
666
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that check at $74,600.)
Campaign watchdogs warn that billionaire
mega-donors, already buoyed by the Supreme
Court’s 2010 Citizens United v. FEC ruling to
deregulate independent campaign spending,
can now use the joint committees as another
route to dominate campaigns still further.
In McCutcheon v. FEC, Chief Justice John
G. Roberts Jr. dismissed such a scenario as
unlikely and not troubling. The government
“may no more restrict how many candidates
or causes a donor may support than it may
tell a newspaper how many candidates it may
endorse,” Roberts wrote. And only campaign
finance limits that block flat-out “quid pro
quo” corruption are constitutional in any
case, he concluded.
But a McCutcheon amicus brief submitted by House Democrats Chris Van Hollen
of Maryland and David E. Price of North
Carolina warned that soliciting super-sized
checks invites corruption or its appearance,
regardless of where the money ends up. They
quoted from the court’s McConnell v. FEC
ruling upholding the soft money ban in 2003,
which found that large donations “at a candidate’s or officeholder’s behest give rise to
all of the same corruption concerns posed by
contributions made directly to the candidate
or officeholder.”
S HARING THE W EALTH

Joint fundraising committees have existed
since the late 1970s, but didn’t become popular until 2000, about the same time that unlimited soft-money fundraising hit its peak.
In 1990, just eight joint committees raised

2 Citizens United v. FEC, 2010: The
court struck down limits on independent
campaign spending by corporations
and unions. This freed all incorporated
groups, including tax-exempt advocacy and trade organizations, to spend
unlimited money as long as they don’t
coordinate with parties and candidates.
3 Speechnow.org v. FEC, 2010: The
D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals struck
down FEC regulations that had limited
contributions to political action committees. The lower court concluded that
PACs that operate independently from
candidates and parties may raise and
spend unrestricted money.
4 McCutcheon v. FEC, 2014: The court
struck as unconstitutional the aggregate
limits on campaign contributions. The
limits had barred any donor from giving
$123,200 collectively to candidates and
parties in an election cycle.

$3.9 million between them, according to the
Center for Responsive Politics. In 2000, a full
105 joint accounts pulled in more than 10
times that, or $52.6 million.
That was just the start. By the 2012 elections, 473 such committees collectively raised
$1 billion, boosted largely by the joint “Victory” funds run by President Barack Obama
and GOP nominee Mitt Romney, which each
cleared more than $450 million and shared
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IT’S BACK: Wertheimer says the Supreme Court’s McCutcheon decision will revive soft money.

1 Federal Election Commission v.
Wisconsin Right to Life, 2006: The high
court relaxed funding restrictions on
corporations and unions that engage in
so-called electioneering communications,
which are ads that picture or name a candidate and run on the eve of an election.
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the proceeds with their respective political
parties. Even those pre-McCutcheon committees took in checks as big as $70,800, the legal
limit at the time, and 1,257 Obama and Romney donors hit that maximum, CRP found.
In this election cycle, House Speaker John
A. Boehner’s joint campaign account, dubbed
Boehner for Speaker, has raised more than
double any other committee, with $20.4 million in donations, public records show. Next
comes the Rubio Victory Committee, which
has netted $7.8 million to divvy up between
Republican presidential hopeful Sen. Marco
Rubio of Florida and his leadership PAC,
Reclaim America.
The House majority leader, Virginia Republican Eric Cantor, has a stake in more than
a half-dozen joint committees. The biggest,
the Cantor Victory Fund, has pulled in $3.8
million to divvy up between his own campaign account; his leadership PAC, known as
ERIC PAC; the NRCC, and Republicans in his
home state. Top donors include Manuel Medina, managing partner of the Miami-based
investment firm Medina Capital, who gave
$50,000, and Jay Goldman, president of the
Wall Street investment firm J. Goldman & Co.,
who pitched in $35,000.
For this midterm, Republicans have raised
almost four times more through joint campaign accounts than have Democrats. GOP
joint receipts total $23.3 million so far, compared with $6.3 million for Democrats, according to the Sunlight Foundation, a research group that promotes government
transparency. This disparity may be because
Democratic Party committees have outpaced
their GOP counterparts in low-dollar fundraising, while Republicans have relied more on
big donors, who are often the target of joint
fundraising events.
But Democrats have their own lucrative
joint accounts. The House Senate Victory
Fund has netted $2.6 million in this cycle to
divvy up between the Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee and the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee, with
an assist from the party’s chief fundraiser,
Obama.
Obama starred at an exclusive April 9
dinner for the fund seven days after the McCutcheon ruling, a dinner held at the home
of Houston trial lawyer and philanthropist
John Eddie Williams and his wife, Sheridan
Williams. Also in attendance were Rep. Steve
Israel of New York and Sen. Michael Bennet
of Colorado, the respective chairmen of the
DCCC and the DSCC, along with Senate Ma-

FREE HAND: McConnell lost a challenge to the soft

money ban for political parties in 2003 but now has
a way around it through political joint committees.

jority Leader Harry Reid of Nevada and House
Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi of California.
Obama, Reid and Pelosi were scheduled
for a repeat performance on May 7 at the Los
Angeles home of Walt Disney Studios Chairman Alan Horn and his wife, environmental
advocate Cindy Horn, at an event costing
$65,000 per couple. High-flying donors to the
House Senate Victory Fund include billionaire
James R. Crane, CEO of Crane Capital Group,
and Kase Lawal, CEO of the Houston oil and
gas company Camac Energy Inc.
R EWARDS AND W ORKAROUNDS

As with all high-dollar campaign moneyraising, the top donors to joint campaign
committees invariably enjoy special rewards
for their largesse, from ski retreats, golf getaways and private receptions to photo ops and

telephone conference calls. GOP leaders are
reportedly drawing up a list of such benefits
to entice top donors to the new Republican
Victory Fund.
A joint fundraising event last year between
Boehner and Sen. Rob Portman, a fellow Ohio
Republican, offers a glimpse into the types
of thanks big donors can expect. The invitation to an Ohio reception for Boehner and
Portman at the home of Maryellen and Umberto Fedeli — the latter is CEO of the Ohio
insurance brokerage firm the Fedeli Group —
promised those who gave $50,000 two “Team
Boehner” retreats — at Jackson Hole, Wyo.,
and at Sea Island, Ga. — plus a special roundtable discussion and photo op with Boehner
and Portman.
“These joint fundraising committees are
going to be in the name of Boehner and Reid
and Pelosi and McConnell, and whoever the
presidential candidates are,” says Craig Holman, government affairs lobbyist for the consumer advocacy group Public Citizen. “That’s
what’s going to make these the vehicles of choice for those who want
$1.1
to throw money at the feet of those
who legislate [for] them.”
$1.0
Joint committees also allow
lawmakers to leverage their relationships with donors by bringing
together politicians whose fans
have given them the maximum,
but who may still give freely to
0.8
other elected officials. Many joint
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campaign funds include lawmakers from
widely separated regions of the country, inviting “maxed-out” contributors in Los Angeles,
for example, to keep writing checks to likeminded candidates in New York.
“Most frequently, it’s just two members
exchanging their donors,” says election lawyer Brett Kappel, counsel in the government
relations and political law practice groups at
the Arent Fox law firm. “You’ll have a senator
from the West Coast and a senator from the
East Coast, and they host an event that is supposed to benefit each of them.”
The Colorado New Hampshire Victory Fund, for example, has split most of its
$25,500 between Democratic Sens. Mark
Udall of Colorado and Jeanne Shaheen of New
Hampshire. Shaheen also teamed up with
fellow Senate Democrat Mary L. Landrieu
to share the kitty from their New Hampshire/Louisiana Victory Fund. Meanwhile, the
Delaware Hawaii Victory Fund divides cash
between Senate Democrats Chris Coons of
Delaware and Brian Schatz of Hawaii.
The money raised and spent by such accounts can be hard to trace, as candidates
don’t always follow the FEC’s elaborate reporting rules for joint fundraising, and the
commission, evenly split and stalemated between Republican and Democratic appointees, is not rigorous about enforcement.
The agency fined Florida Republican Sen.
Mel Martinez $99,000 in 2008 for failing to
properly report the money raised by four joint
fundraising committees; Martinez resigned
his seat a year later. The FEC also imposed a
$6,500 fine in 2006 on Sen. Rick Santorum,
a Pennsylvania Republican, for a similar reporting violation. Santorum lost his seat the
same year.
These days, the FEC routinely sends out
letters citing candidates for failing to properly
disclose their joint fundraising agreements
and receipts, but fines are rare. In April alone,
three such letters went out to the campaigns
of House Republicans Steve Daines of Montana and Blake Farenthold of Texas and to
Democratic Sen. Ron Wyden of Oregon. A
Daines campaign official said it had been
filing the reports even as the FEC’s alert went
out. Both Farenthold’s and Wyden’s campaigns cited inadvertent bookkeeping issues
that are being rectified.
Even the newly registered Democratic Secure Our Senate 2014 account managed to
botch its statement of organization, failing
to identify itself as a joint fundraising committee as required, the FEC wrote the group’s
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treasurer on April 24. Secure Our Senate organizers did not respond to a request for comment.
“These are ephemeral committees,” Kappel
says. “They’re formed; they hold one event;
they go out of business.” He maintains that
disclosure rules have “been a big problem
ever since joint fundraising committees came
into vogue.”
Some argue that the FEC’s burdensome
reporting rules for joint committees make it
unlikely that such accounts will take off after
all. GOP election lawyer Dan Backer, who
helped instigate the McCutcheon v. FEC challenge, says the required contracts, allocation
formulas and exhaustive public disclosures
make such committees “a massive pain in the
[behind]” for election lawyers.
Backer should know. He runs a joint campaign account dubbed Freshman Hold ’Em
that split $192,166 between 31 House Republicans for the 2012 elections. In this election, Freshman Hold ’Em is splitting its take
between 15 GOP House members, including
Dan Benishek of Michigan, Joe Heck of Nevada and Patrick Meehan of Pennsylvania.
Backer argues that super PACs will remain
a bigger draw for top-tier political donors
than joint campaign funds. A big donor can
have a say in how super PAC money is spent,
he notes, but cannot control dollars given to
joint, party and candidate accounts.
“People who are serious donors are doing
so because they want to advance a philosophical or policy-oriented agenda,” says Backer,
who maintains that super PACs offer that
opportunity.
Some dismiss watchdogs’ dire warnings
that the McCutcheon ruling will revive the
soft-money days, when lawmakers trolled for
multimillion-dollar contributions in Silicon
Valley and on Wall Street to deliver to the
political parties. The extra layer of reporting
imposed on joint fundraising committees
is designed to improve transparency and accountability, says Democratic election lawyer
Marc Elias.
“It’s not soft money,” Elias declares. “There
are definitions in the law that make it clear
it’s not soft money. It is, by definition, hard
money because it is subject to reporting requirements and limits in the law.”
F INDING A F IX ?

But even if lawmakers deposit six-figure
contributions into joint accounts and not
into their personal campaign war chests,
members of Congress who solicit super-sized

BIPARTISAN: Wyden, left, and Alaska Republican Lisa Murkowski discuss their campaign finance bill in 2013.

checks from people with business before them
run the risk of appearance problems. The
McCutcheon ruling may put members of
Congress in danger of “being dragged into
corruption investigations,” Political MoneyLine’s Kent Cooper noted recently in Roll Call.
Chief Justice Roberts responded to corruption concerns in his McCutcheon opinion by
suggesting that Congress could take steps to
prevent it. Congress could restrict transfers
among candidates and political committees,
he proposed, or require that donations beyond the old aggregate limit “be deposited
into separate, nontransferable accounts and
spent only by their recipients.”
Senate Democrats have launched hearings
in the wake of the McCutcheon ruling. The
Senate Rules and Administration Committee on April 30 took up a new disclosure bill
sponsored by Angus King, an independent
from Maine. King says he introduced what he
calls the Real Time Transparency Act because
the McCutcheon ruling makes clear that this
Supreme Court regards disclosure as the only
form of campaign finance constraint permissible under the First Amendment.
“If you follow the series of Supreme Court
rulings, from Citizens United to McCutcheon, the clear implication is that the Supreme
Court says that money is speech, and that
therefore limitations on that speech are going to be hard to sustain” says King. “Consequently, to me, the only avenue left to have
any responsibility in this area is disclosure.”
But the Senate has repeatedly rejected a
disclosure bill written by Democrats, and the
prospect that bitterly divided lawmakers will
come together on anything as contentious

as campaign finance changes appears dim
at best.
Some say that joint campaign funds will
not turn out to be the “super” committees
that many foresee in the wake of the McCutcheon ruling. Wealthy donors may not
want to give up the luxury of writing checks
anonymously to politically active tax-exempt
groups, for example, which operate outside
the disclosure rules. Only about 650 contributors hit the aggregate limit in the 2012 elections in any case, according to CRP.
“It’s not going to be quite the game changer
that some people think on either side, because
there aren’t that many people ‘maxing out’
already,” says Bradley Smith, a former FEC
chairman who heads the Center for Competitive Politics, which advocates less regulation
of campaigns. Still, Smith adds, “it will make
a difference.”
The chief difference will be to free candidates, party leaders and elected officials
to solicit much larger checks — and to rob
their contributors of the excuse that they
have “maxed out” under the now-defunct aggregate limits. It remains to be seen whether
“super” campaign funds will collect donations
as large as $3.6 million — or whether, as Alito
predicts, that turns out to be a “wild hypothetical.” But at the rate joint committees are
proliferating, it won’t take long to find out. ■
FOR FURTHER READING: McCutcheon decision, CQ Weekly, p. 577; outside groups, 2013
CQ Weekly, p. 2030; McCutcheon arguments,
p. 1544; Citizens United ruling, 2010 Almanac, p. 11-35; soft money ban (PL 107-155),
2002 Almanac, p. 14-7.
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